SUPERLATIVES

MOST FABULOUS PHYSIQUE:
Cara Bergamo and Bryan Shilowich

MOST ARTISTIC: Mike Swita and Caitlin Bauman

MOST LIKELY TO END UP LIKE SURACE

Sae Paliwal
Ben Golub
Jen Mitchel
(crazy math nerds. Geez)
NICEST EYES

PJ MORRISON & MEERA KRISHNAN

MOST SARCASTIC

Bryan Shilowich, Rina Shah, JT Keeley

MOST LIKELY TO BE PRESIDENT IN 2021

Tom Discepola, Patricia Li, Margaret Senese

TEACHER'S PETS

Ben Golub & Eugenia Schmidt
MOST LIKELY TO DANCE ALL NIGHT: The Jens and Tyler Patla

MARCHES TO THEIR OWN DRUM: Pulsar Li & Sonya Nikolaidis

THE MOST STORMIN'

TRULY NONSENSICAL

Alice Xie and Pulsar Li
OTHER WINNERS:

• HEARD BEFORE SEEN: JEN MITCHEL, JOSH MIN, EMILY CHEN

• MOST LIKELY TO HELP AN OLD LADY ACROSS THE STREET: DAN WUNDERLICH, ANH NGUYEN, TERENCE CHOIY

• MOST LIKELY TO COME BACK AS A COUNSELOR: MARGARET SENESE, JOSH MIN

• MOST QUOTABLE: JOSH MIN, CARA BERGAMO

• BEST FRIENDS FOREVER: THE JENS, CHANG & JOHN KANG & JT KEELEY

• NOSES ALWAYS IN A BOOK: JULIE WU, DAVID PALTIEL, ABIGAL HUANG

• BEST CANDIDATE FOR A TOOTHPASTE COMMERCIAL: NICKY PETERSON, JEREMY PFUND, JARRETT CATO

• FUTURE OLYMPIC ATHLETE: BRYAN SHILOWICH, VICKI LENT

• THE NEXT ADAM SANDLERS: PARKER MEARES, KELLY HUANG, JOE KOWALSKI

• BOUND FOR HOLLYWOOD: TYLER PATLA, CAROL DUH
• **FUTURE GRAMMY RECIPIENT:** SAEEM PALIWAL, MATT SKRZYNINKI
  • **CUTIE PIES:** KELLY HUANG, ANH NGUYEN

• **MOST LIKELY TO WIN A PULITZER:** DAN WUNDERLICH, PATRICIA LI, EMILY GALLANT

• **NEVER PUNCTUAL:** JEN NORTH, ADAM SHPIGEL

• **MOST LIKELY TO STOP TRAFFIC WHILE WALKING TO CLASS:** THE NAKED BOYS SUITE, JEN NORTH, JANET LEE

• **MOST LIKELY TO BE IN A PANTENE COMMERCIAL:** MATT SKRZYNSKI, KIRSTEN RUCH
  • **TREEHUGGERS:** COUNSELOR SALLY